Hong Kong Veterinary Clinic is hiring a Lead Ophthalmologist
AY Talent Solutions was made to break through the traditional ways of how the recruitment
industry offers their service. Where stereotypically search firms work for themselves and not
for the clients and candidate’s needs.
From a collective experience standpoint as client, candidate, and service provider, we
discovered a missing gap to fill.
We seek to align professionals with all the best resources for job seeking and hiring, whether
it is candidates who’s looking to take the next step in their career or businesses seeking to
excel.
Our Client
Our client is a progressive hospital established in 2018 located in Hong Kong. The facility is
over 9,600 square ft., 5 consultation rooms, 2 purpose built surgery suites, wards for dogs,
cats and exotic animals, and an independent chemotherapy room. Their doctors and nurses
work together as one harmonious team, and everyone is very supportive of each other, and
equally welcoming to new team members, as they strive to continuously raise their medical
and service standards.
“We believe that pets deserve the same level of healthcare as we expect for ourselves. We
are dedicated to deliver the very best of veterinary care and service. We strive to deliver
better care to our patients and clients.”
We are currently seeking for an experienced and certified Ophthalmologist that can establish
a new department, purchasing of equipment, setting up and consultation for patients.
Requirements
Skills and Experience
1. ECVO or equivalent residency trained.
2. ECVO or equivalent specialist status will be prioritised
3. A full range of surgical intervention capability

Remunerations
Our remuneration package is starting from HKD2.5M – HKD4M guaranteed basic salary.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CPD Training HKD60,000 per annum.
20+ days Annual Leave, 10+ days for CPD and 12+ days from statutory holidays.
Any overtime will be considered “Emergency” and will receive 40% of production.
Relocation fee to help you settle into Hong Kong.
Housing allowance
Comprehensive Medical and Dental insurance.
Immigration assistance for Visa and pets.

Benefits of Working in Hong Kong:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tax rate of around 17%
Prestigious schools, top-class restaurants, and countless recreational activities.
Over 400 miles of hiking trails and over 40 beaches.
Hong Kong is the 8th safest city in the world.
Located on Hong Kong Island, an affluent and culturally diverse business hub of HK.
Arguably one of the best transportation systems in the world from taxi’s/train
(MTR)/bus/minibus/tram/ferries and more.

If you have an interest to explore opportunities in Hong Kong, then please reach out to
Gin Wong on +852 5501 7717 or can email him at Gin@aytalentsolutions.com.hk
Alternatively, you can also reach out to Arthur Yuen on +852 5298 3189 and his email at
Arthur@aytalentsolutions.com.hk

